
CAP PHD 
Facilitate the linking between
PhDs and enterprises



Claudine Pierron

PhD in educational sciences, HR 
consultant in the Apec.

Graduate in HR, she supports for 
many years executives in building 
their professional transition projects 
in the Apec.



Support to success recruitments of executives, bringing adapted tools
and methods and distributing job advertisements and candidates 
skills…
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Apec : Missions

Support the professional evolution of executives and recent
graduates to secure their career path, at each step of their
professional life...

Bring analyses on the main trends as executive job market
observatory...

Official partner of executive

professional evolution



■How :

■We make available for them market data and a web site dedicated to 
job opportunities. 

■We created the Cap PhD event gathering more than 2500 PhDs in 2021, 
this year it has to be held next November 23rd and 24th.

■We created a specific PhDs workshop to work on their transversal skills. 

4Nom de la présentation

Apec is committed to support PhDs for non academic carreers



Cap PhD : Invest on researchers skills
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■ The intent was to create on an annual basis, an event gathering the des 
doctoral schools, universities and enterprises on valorisation of PhDs and 
exposure of researchers skills. The challenge has been reached and the 
number of interactions has shown that PhD is a real added value and that
we have to rally for creating bridges to private sector.

■ Testimonies of PhDs having joined diverse professional sectors have 
shown their transverse skills and their ability to adapt.

■A specific work on their skills and a customized support have to be
organized as of the first year in doctoral schools.

■Analyze the job market and explore career possibilities in the private
sector are actions to be priorized all along the thesis duration. 

■ Sensibilize SMEs to the various mechanisms (CIFFRE,CIR) to allow them to 
embed more PhDs.
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■Create workshops specific for PhDs to support them in formulating a 
relevant E-portofolio and complete it all along the PhD.

■Apec can make available to PhDs or doctoral students job market
analysis tools, reports or individual advice. 

■Network events organization as job dating may help to facilitate
meetings between PhDs and enterprises. 



Thanks for your attention

capphd@apec.fr


